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The unforgettable seventh installment of Kazu Kibuishi's #1 New York Times bestselling series!

Emily, Trellis, and Vigo visit Algos Island, where they can access and enter lost memories.

They're hoping to uncover the events of Trellis's mysterious childhood -- knowledge they can

use against the Elf King. What they discover is a dark secret that changes everything.

Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily's Amulet is getting stronger, and threatens to overtake her

completely.

From School Library JournalGr 4–6—Emily continues the struggle to free Alledia from years of

conflict and to understand her powers as a Stonekeeper. She and her allies believe that

accessing lost memories can help them get to the heart of the war they are fighting. Who

exactly is their enemy, the Elf King? The lost memories of his son, Trellis, may have the answer.

Meanwhile, Emily's brother Navin continues his role as Commander of the Resistance,

traveling toward the elf kingdom of Valcor. Characters are drawn manga-style, with wide eyes

and spiky hair. They populate detailed and epic Alledian landscapes, depicted in rich jewel

tones of red, blue green, and purple. Quick cuts between panels, many of them wordless,

create a cinematic feel. Whimsical robot and animal characters such as Cogsley, Dagno, and

Enzo add some humor to the largely dramatic and serious tone, which makes for complex and

abstract plot lines. Our heroes travel into memories, find memories buried in those memories,

then learn that most of them are manipulative illusions. Nothing in the Amulet universe is ever

what it seems. Those who have read the entire series will enjoy these complexities, but those

unfamiliar with the previous installments should catch up before picking up this volume.

VERDICT "Amulet" fans will find the same vivid illustrations, endearing characters, and

sophisticated plotting as in previous volumes.—Lisa Goldstein, Brooklyn Public Library --This

text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverA hidden past . . . and a deadly

secret.Emily, Trellis, and Vigo visit Algos Island, where they can access and enter lost

memories. They’re hoping to uncover the events of Trellis’s mysterious childhood  � knowledge

they can use against the Elf King. What they discover is a dark secret that changes everything.

Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily’s Amulet is getting stronger, and threatens to overtake her

completely.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorKazu Kibuishi is the

creator of the #1 New York Times bestselling Amulet series, which is available in 16 languages.

He is also the creator of Copper, a collection of his popular webcomic that features an

adventuresome boy-and-dog pair. Kazu also illustrated the covers of the 15th anniversary

paperback editions of the Harry Potter series written by J.K. Rowling. He lives and works near

Seattle, Washington, with his wife, Amy Kim Kibuishi, and their children. Visit Kazu online at

boltcity.com --This text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewPraise for the Amulet series"Five

-- no, three pages into Amulet and you'll be hooked." -- Jeff Smith, creator of BONE"Stellar

artwork, imaginative character design, moody color and consistent pacing." -- Publishers

Weekly"A must for all fantasy fans." -- Kirkus ReviewsPraise for the Amulet series"Five -- no,

three pages into Amulet and you'll be hooked." -- Jeff Smith, creator of BONE"Stellar artwork,

imaginative character design, moody color and consistent pacing." -- Publishers Weekly"A

must for all fantasy fans." -- Kirkus Reviews --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the

Inside FlapA hidden past . . . and a deadly secret.Emily, Trellis, and Vigo visit Algos Island,

where they can access and enter lost memories. They're hoping to uncover the events of



Trellis's mysterious childhood -- knowledge they can use against the Elf King. What they

discover is a dark secret that changes everything. Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily's Amulet is

getting stronger, and threatens to overtake her completely.--This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Read more
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Roger, “The book was in great condition and I could hardly tell it was used. The book was in

great condition and I could hardly tell it was used. The details in the art is phenomenal and can

hardly be compared to other books. As soon as you read the first few pages, you're hooked!

Following the story of this family and the difficult decisions the children have to make to save

their world as well as the one they did not know existed, there are twists we don't expect. In

other words, this family got more than a house from their missing relative.”

Jim & Nancy Yates, “Wonderful series!. our son that recently turned 10 got one of the Amulet

books at the library and was instantly HOOKED! he could not get enough of the series. we

are slowly ordering the entire set and he will read cover to cover in ONE DAY!excellent books!

great for the imagination.”

Karissa Eckert, “Wonderful continuation of this fantastic middle grade fantasy adventure

graphic novel series.. This is the seventh book in the Amulet series and it feels like it has been

taking absolutely forever for these to release. It’s been pretty much two years between each

book for the last couple books in this series. That being said this was an incredible addition to

the Firelight series. Last I read Kibuishi has ten books planned for this series. This is a series

that both me and my nine year old son adore; so it’s a fantasy graphic novel series that is great

for middle grade and older readers.Our characters are split into two parties throughout the

story. The vast majority of this book is spent with Emily and Trellis as they visit Algos Island

and find out some very startling things about the history of the Amulet Keepers. This part of

the story was fantastic. We learn a lot about the Amulet Keepers history and also get some

backstory on the accident that killed Emily’s father. We also get some excellent backstory on

Trellis and how he was raised.The other part of the story follows Navin as he (along with the

rest of his crew) try to evade the Elves, rejoin the rest of the Rebellion and reunite with his

mother. This part was pretty brief but it was good to see what Navin was up to.The illustration

is absolutely spectacular with full color and breathtaking backgrounds. I continue to really



really love the illustration style in these books.The story doesn’t make a ton of progress but

some interesting twists are revealed and there is one huge “Oh No!” Moment towards the of

the story that will keep readers hooked.Overall a fantastic addition to the Amulet series, if a

long time coming. Wonderful characters, some good progress on the story, and beautiful

illustration. I really look forward to and enjoy reading the books in this series. I do wish there

was a “the story thus far” at the beginning because it is so long between book releases. I also

wish that the story moved a bit faster. However, this is an incredibly well done series and I

highly recommend to fantasy graphic novel fans of all ages.”

Cindy, “My son loved it.. My son(10) was so excited to get this book. He has read the entire

series.He got the book and did not put it down until he finished. I would occasionally hear a

gasp or an evil chuckle. At the end he sat with me and told me every detail about it.”

Brendan Wayne, “I look forward to seeing what the invaders actually look like and seeing epic

space battles. This series has come so far. I remember buying the very first one at my

elementary school's book fair back in 2008. As I grew up, I never stopped reading them, and as

it went on, the series started getting darker in tone. There are some lighthearted moments here

and there, but mostly the world is getting quite bleak with all the messed up stuff happening.

Can't wait for book 8: Supernova. I look forward to seeing what the invaders actually look like

and seeing epic space battles. I also think that if the author Kazu Kibuishi is okay with it. This

would do really well as either as a cartoon done in the animation style of last airbender, or an

anime.”

Marsha Kling, “Highly recommend. My grandkids love the set. They have all of them. Read

them again and again”

Jennifer O, “Good read. My daughter has read the entire series and this one was just as

exciting as the others. She also read book 8. Would recommend the entire series if your child is

into graphic novels.”

S. Maldonado, “Wonderful series!. My niece loves this series. As soon as I buy one on the

release date she immediately reads it and ask when the next one is coming out. She loves it

and spends a great deal of time discussing it with me. I love that this series creates such a

great dialogue between us and she is excited to read it everytime she receives one.”

Steph, “A cliffhanger ending!!. That is a cliff hanger and a half. I think this might be my favourite

of the series so far. I am INVESTED in this gang and it’s taken a turn for the worst. Emily, Emily,

Emily. What are you doing? There’s so much going on - memories, dreams, submarines,

enemies, allies. I can’t get over this story: it gets more interesting but never too complex! Just

incredible!”

AKEcosse, “Cannot recommend this series highly enough! Such a hit.. These books are

amazing. Bought them for my daughter, and as gifts for other children, and all have loved

them. Have yet to find other graphic books that my daughter has enjoyed as much. Gifted one

of my daughter's friends with them for her birthday, and her mother said that they were the first

books that she'd been engrossed in -- ever -- given that she's dyslexic and finds reading

straightforward books a chore.Not for very young children (if I remember correctly, it starts out

with some scary characters & the mother's death), but 9/10 is a perfect age for them.”



Kate Clarke, “Great graphic novel, year 4 kids love these. 8 year old dyslexic daughter goes

mad for these graphic novel books - there is a bit of a craze in her school and she and all her

class mates seem to really enjoy these.  Lovely to see her enthusiastic about a book.”

Eleanor g., “Good value for money. Daughter loves these books”

Najma, “Another successful delivery and read. Really enjoyed another one of Kazu's stories.

The story continues...”

The book by Kazu Kibuishi has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 1,502 people have provided feedback.
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